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SUMMARY

This report presents methods for transfer alignment (TA) of inertial navigation systems (INS)
which have been published in the accessible literature during the last three decades. Kalman
filtering techniques based on lincarised dynamics dominated in the literature of the subject.
Methods 9f TA can be classified as angular rates, velocity or position matching. In each case
a number of assumptions are made to ensure the validity of proposed technique. The
accurary of filters depends on the particular inmplementation viz. allowable manoeuvres and
time of TA, microprocessor used, vibration environment, inclusion of wing flexure into the
model, type of application under discussion (range of missile or time of flight), quality of
output from inertial measurement units, etc. Auttwrs briefly discuss methods of in-flight
transfer alignment of INS taking into account these assuonprions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

t1

The process of aligning an inertial navigation system (INS) using the data supplied by another
INS is called in the literature a transfer alignment. More strictly transfer alignment is defined as a
process of estimating the relative angular difference between positions of two (or more) coordinate
systems by measuring the position of each of the systems with respect to the two or more vectors
common to all coordinate systems (see [1]) for the purpose of updating and calibration of guidance
instruments.

In-flight transfer alignment (TA) is applicable in thc following circumstances

(1) correction of aircraft's inertial navigation system (INS) using external data (output of additional
sensors, set of terrain reference points, or coupling with GPS receiver, that is, the case of aided
INS),

(2) initialisation and calibration of a weapon's inertial measurement unit (IMU) using the data
from the carrier's (aircraft or ship) guidance instruments, with additional assumptions on accuracy
of the carrier's navigation instruments.

We could also envisage, as a separate case, correction of data from the weapon's gyros during
the independent flight (after the separation from tile carrier) using additional instruments (mag-
netometers, GPS receiver, Doppler radar), but as far a-s the methods are concerned it coincides
with (1) and only the accuracy requirements for tactical applications may differ. Some authors
have reported (cf. [2], [31) on more recent and current research work aimed at finding an efficient
solution to this problem. A brief review of literatutre on transfer alignment is given by Barlow [4].

Usually the more complex system of aircraft'.q inertial instruments is referred to in the literature as
ai "Master- iNS. while the set of (usually strapdown) inertial sensors on a missile is called a "slave"
IM V.

it this report we will concentrate on methods of aligning an unaided set of inertial sensors with
emphasis on low-.or strapdowt guidance iastruments applicable to gliding stand-off munitions.

All :n-thods of TA described in the arct'ssible literature are ba.sed on particular vector matching
t,,chnitues (<dopondent on physical juwtification) and alatmot all use an algorithim for ,;tato identifi.
cation of st.chastic system.s known aw a halmnan filter (KI). The filter may be characterised as a
minimum variance eimator and its itnplementation is baswd on anl "ssumption thal probabilistic
dirriptiont. of ,rrtro are available on-linet during the estimation. Other techniques worth men.
tioning art, the tiaxinutm likelihood nwmthod and stocha.stic or deterministic differ-ontial ga•nes. It
s4*m•h !ý detrministit- adaptive inodtl following (often referred to a" MIAC" a model refe•,n.cs,
adaptive control) with uncertainty paraetelors belonging to sLm, compart set (no specification of
.tochatir be•haviour of the noise is nec'ssary in this ca.s) may also be uwful for our application.
In thir. trview we roncentrat. only on tho "raainrtream approach". Alternative methodv applicablo
for ,uch a particular identification p-oblem as TA arv briefly mentionod at the end of this report.

Prior to the dekcription of methods for TA AT briefly present basic formula' used for the estimation
problem (word* filiering. 4*stiation. identification ar used here interchangeably) by Kalman
filters

• m .m M . ; ; . . . . ..'I ~ lunmi n r•••mlmnm~ nmmuluil
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2. THE DESIGN OF A KALMAN FILTER

2.1 Linear estimation

In the general case the equations for a linear discrete Kalman filter are as follows. The system
model is represented by N stochastic linear difference equations for the state vector zk:

Xk = 'tk-1Xk-I + I',•uk-I + 174-1 ok th. N(O,Qk) (1)

where 4D is an N x N nonsingular transition matrix, Ir is an N x r input matrix with con-
stant entries, Uk is an r-dimensional, deterministic (perfectly known) input (control), Vk is an
uncorrelated white noise, referred to as a process noise, while r (n x q constant diagonal matrix)
determines the strength of the noise. In most of the discussed TA adgorithms the term referring
to deterministic input is ignored. Including it causes a minor change in the state propagation
equation (formulae (5)-(5a)).

The measurement model is designed as a set of M equations

zj, = HkXk + 9k 9k - N(O, Rk) (2)

with !I being an M x N matrix and Ok the white noise, referred to as a measurement noise.

Initial conditions are assumed to be known

E[x(0)] = zo., E[(z(0) - zo)(z(0) - xo)7] = P0 (3)

where P0 is the initial covariance matrix giving a statistical measure of confidence that the states
are error-free.

Other assumptions are concerned with the correlation of the noise{ j dV = 0, for k 12.. NA and j = 1. 2.

. , , for (.k = 1.2... (4)

E -- d QL. for k 1. 2. N

where Pt, denlote., Kromteker delta function.

Tht state estinlate,. are then extralplated

-f- = q4& (5)

to obtailt thie rompow'nts of tlw utate-voctor at the hbeginning of the k-th inttrmal using the
v-alues obtaintd at the end of the (k-I )1th interval. With the detrmninistic input present in the
systemni model w would have

S+ (5a)

Error Covariance extrapolation is calculated via the matrix equation

-; +lrO. 1 l (6)

k- k-

e. . . . . . . .. . . . . = : .. . . -
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Figure 1 General Filter Configuration

The Kalman gain matrix may now be calculated as:

Kk = P;Hk[a(lP],T[ + (7)

which in turn is used to update the state estimates

ik = Zk + Akk[. - H•;]i (8)

amd the error covariance matrix

P;+, = [I - KkHIP; = [(I KkIki [ - KkIlk]•' . AkI,.K' (9)

The whole process may be easily represented by the block-diagramn showu in figure 1.

The above formulae are valid onkly if the specific assumptions (on the linearity of the process,

white, uncorrelated noise and on initial conditiom are fulfilled. In particular one must remember

that the assumption on stochastic controllabilit and observability is also applive to (1).(2),

whirh means t hat (cf. [!o "r formal definitions)

for stochastic obitrsability

where 0( < a < . < •. When the above a.s.umptions are satisfied th, filter is uniformly

yaytptotic4Iy stable (c•. (5[). In the case whe the system and/or measurement model WM
tonlinear- i.e. equations (I H(2) are replaced by (11 )-( 12)- and either th#- IiaearisAQ or extended
Kaliula Filter are used.
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2.2 Linearised KF

The system is modelled now by a system of stochastic nonlinear differential equation, in partic-
ular for a continuous case

ii = fi[x(t), u(), t] + GiOi(t) , (I1)

with t9i(.) a white noise, i = 1, 2,... , N, where N is the dimension of the process, Gi defines the
strength of the noise and f(.) fulfilling standard assumptions, so it is lipschitziaii with respect
to zi and continuous w.r.t. control variables. Both f(.) and u(t) are assumed to be piecewise
continuous w.r.t. time. The measurements taken at time intervals (tk,tk+1) are modelled by
the nonlinear function

Z(tk) = hbx(tk),tki + P(tk) (12)

where e(") is defined in the same way as for the linear filter. It is further assumed that a nominal
(reference) state trajectory Xref can be generated in such a way that it satisfies the deterministic
ordinary differential equation

xkef(1) = f[x,. 1(t), u(t),t] (13)

It is assumed that the deviations from the reference trajectory are small enough to justify the
use of linear perturbation technique. In order to satisfy this requirement the samne control
variables are used in nominal and real models. Denoting

X= X Xref and consequently
•x= xC - *,r.,.(t)

the process bi satisfip' the nonlinear stochastic differential equation

bi = f[xut] - f[xrfiu,t1 + G(t)d(t) (15)

L'xpanding the IiS of the above equation as a Taylor serie• wo have

S+ H-.O.T. + G(0)0(1) (16)

'ter discarding higher order terms the original nonlinear equation has its first order approxi,
flntaoh

"4= F[x", t]Nfxts ) + G(t)OM(t f 1)

who're Fi -) is al ". by 1 matrix with entries being partial derivatives of I(,) evaluated along the
reference trajctory and G(O) is a diagonal matrix with ,,ntries (;,(t). Similarl% the perturbation
me;auresnent mudel of discreto ob.ervation is obtaulnot

where H if defined

- X 1& (19)

(notverting equation (17) to discrete form and applying the previously defito-d linear filter
(equaltios (7) and (%)I4 wt obtain ani optimal v•timate of 6x{I) dettot'e by ,zx(f). Then the bhtr
fSt imat" of the total state is

i(Ik) =X, + ,x(t,) (20)

The pruo•tlrm, ending in 'he ebtivw mtitnaw is caelkJ z. !ti•-aried Kalman filter. The "fsumptiua
of small deviation from the tferercp trajrton" is certainly the niot iimiting onte and the next
approach trie" to oiercome this shortcoming of the lineaised filter.

I±
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2.3 Extended KF

For the extended KF the process of linearisation of state and measureinent systems is repeated
after each evaluation of R, with the initial condition defined as the recent update of the state.

As a result the formulae for gains, state estimate and covariance matrix of the exten6'(d filter
may be expressed in the following way. The solution to the reference (nominal) equation with
the initial condition x(tY ) is denoted XtI(t/1k). Then

{ K(tk) = P(tI )H'[tk,i(t' )]{H[Gt.k(tI )]P(tk )H'[tk,x(t1 )] + R(tk)b}-
C(t ) + =(t+bx(t) = (tI) + K(k){zk - h[i(t" -), tkI (21)

P(t•+) = P(t-.) - K(tk)H((k,fl(t-.)Pt

The estimate is propagated from t k to tk+I via integration of nominal differential equations with
x,,f replaced by i. Matrices F and H are defined in a similar way as for the linearised filter
except that the entries are now evaluated at each x(tk-). Estimation of the covariance matrix
explicitly depends on the estimate of the state variables.

2.4 Reducing the order of Kalman filter

W'e could deal here with two possible cases : either we design a system and observation model
having a minimal number of variables and then use the standard algorithms described in 2.1-
.)I "#.)T! tt firiP if, - o n 'z, 4' vai;!t 1 of - .1 - Oxi¢tiitg ,nio'! Ceases to be important.
or for some reason is unavailable, such variables- may he excluded frtm further processing..
The reduction by design depends on the physical relationship between variables, i.e. choice of
partrular etquations for observation and system models. Examples of such filters applied to the
transfer ailignment problem are. presented iYt 3.A, An exclusion of information on sonie subse-t of
varial,•s from further piiosiag is called a reduced order KF. Thrie is a number ofsuboptiinal
and optimal tochnique-s dealing with the, reduced order KF au discus-•d in [15 and 161.

One sOt of possible algorithms for optimal redirted order filtering is given by Simon and Stub.
berud j6'. The th-oretical derivation is illumstrated It an exavpl, of a hypotht, ickl .iatellitt
rcarrying a strappod.do-wn IMI" and two star-trackmrs. Information from the Otar tracker 'i used
to calibr6me the IMt'* gyro-biass. -,cadl factors and misWalignUtUrs,

This particular techniquo t formulated in the 1W (owing way. The system modl is asnsu"cd to
consst o0 two blocks

+ 1 22)
Az,+ tJupta 46 (23)

while the observation model way be presented as

Iha-.r + L*& + O¼ (24)

fii
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where the vectors a and s are p-dimensional. z and a are m-dimensional, and the system and
observation matrices are of appropriate dimensions. Furthermore the standard assumptions for

a, s and g apply. that is they are uncorrelated white noise processes, with re'sp)ective covariances
denoted by Rk, Sk, and Vk. The initial conditions for the system model are tLhe gaussian random
variables witl known means, say zo, eto, and covariances X0 and E0. Simon and Stubberud
assume that (LiLk) has an inverse and Xk is independent of ak.

The estimates &k of ok are not required in the process so the system may be reduced from (n+p)
to (n). Instead of the output -k the authors introduce the difference operator

Yo+ I -k+j - Lk+lEL1:k (25)

where L' is a ore-sided pseudo-inverse with assumption that it coincides with Lk if the latter
exists or

L-k = (LTLk•,'I.T (26)

The existence of L7. requires p < Yn and that rank Lk=p. The new difference operator replaces
the original observation model, so now

Yk+1 = MAklr + Wk+I (27)
wi th1

.lk = H•+'k L•' I k +.l + Lk+.Ak -k+ILkL'j 1k (2,)

Wk I--1k+10. + L-i-l-ji* + ek+t -Lk+IEL~Ljtkk (29)

However the met.-;urmefa fl)-•M is 110W coloured, so tOW SU1audard assumptiou., of t he basic
Kalman flxer no longer apply. The noise is correlated over one step with the rovariance matrices
specified as

FV'e +m.i 1 114. 1 R.;1 it 4- k. i, tS4Lk I V + I k+ ILE V k L E1. 1 (30'

lt,.--Li.F "I.1& ý31

0[u-,÷, & 1 for j ,32)

(434U•,,o .t , o o., (:3-4

Vinzily the r•ducod order model can 1,e prrecuts4 a.-

.±- ' /Zt÷t',, (a•}

* with th,. 41iti4 crouditions, and c ewAriabco- stw•ified 4 above. Th1" author, thetn obtainetd 1he
uiroizmum variance-. njohiaswd "stiro i- of xi U4a"d on ,1,asurelnvat y•. which ip grurrated

s-"quonmiaky via tho following oquations

I),;- - ,J- lt.

(401

a Wi -i4-P AhtV-W.,.,I;' (42)
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wh-re dkll is defined ;I.; the b""t estitnate Of Uk+t ba-%d On 7/k.

*kkk+ Ilk- Ck+tPA'IlCk (4

where Jk+1 is the estimate error covariance.

A different approach for miodel reduction it; presented by hortuin in [7]. The mesthod deals
with the model reduction in the ram, when the system noise is either while or rolour.od, while'
the measurement noise has the classical white noise characteristics. In the case when the meca-
suremnext noise is also coloured we may apply the Sirnon-Stubberud method. The procedure
relies on splitting the it-dimiensional state vector x into p~ortions, say x, and z2, of order it, it-
respectively. so it, + u., n and (z] (xi [Z1 z2 . The initial set of system equations may now be
written as

= 1w.:~.u t~)(46)

where, u i- an. input (tcntrohl p~traitleter. and d alt uztcorrelated noise with powver ~pectral densitv
Q Vhc am,'a~ttr 41u'tteuatmoto; have' to be designed itt the formi

RItXt - el 4 -7)

It I.' farwt bem.Uttled tIhAt ttiwasur&'nt-0tts Are fairly Accurate int ordo'r tt, pro-ilde gtx~d itafor-
tmhttott'i onx-. that theý tu.atfix Iis maonsitgular ".td lthat el and e. arr whette noiw proct*-s-

u ttl 044h- %peittied power sjwm-tral densitite-.

IIIttý t'rn. 11r n0jelftig revhi~tl~Vt tu' Krtrnt stigge-sts that equation. i461) may re-Preseint
A nonlItnear. e-otap)ed dynAnur equ-atlon of 111CAMon. While (45) frrep -wiltt the set Of, IJUVAri"-
km-tfatwic relationi. Mclutimu the- angli% 414d agular vvhoeity copipownnts, It thou follows from
the "*Urnptioln; on 14,tshe oh-vatiotn tnode th~at Accurate knowloodg, of all dyonamic oslat compo-
houtf. I' trquir-td - he value, Cali 1w elirsily ostaitsed frvnt ( 4K)and th-j- s-utitulM~ into (45)
to we

~ 4~j-t -*a,1I'~e ~(49)l

In Viru o*f 144 .!L ral t.," te 1Itemptrt-te M. L-1114 tnpUt (iPOA te paranwOTe-r.n4 e, ~~oS
thr- r Ow, c niw. Whoch iae tur, coAi ao;A tw wtimet! to tw culaureel. la thi* caw~ the statte
equatiorme shul-d U1w Aug-Tontgfd to inClUder

where 0 im white ncne lit the cawe whe~n tv 1%otoc% cjinarvd nois. other spe~cial aigarith"
shouild 1w Applied icf. Mkylu.wck 151j.



2.5 Compressioni of data

The problem of data averaging for TA has beei, considered by P'owe-ll and Bryson xj and B~at
Shalom [9]. Thle idea is to prCprocf-ss the mneasurtement data between successive u~pdate., of the
Kalinazi filter. The filter's processing titne is usually longer (especially in the rase of full orde,
estimation of gyro drifts. acceleroineter biases, position, velocity and attitude errors) than thle
!Yewi.: rotneit interval. Thle compressed data wotild be otberwise excluded fromi thle algor-ithmn.
I hie main mohtive for averaging is "to slow thle filter update late to save computation time" [J
The technique is a trade-off between lthe total loss of inform~ation due to its exclusion and loiss
due to the averaging.

Loss of informiation should be kept low to minimise estimation error. Therefore the ltrw

Powell technlique Is applicable if

1) etitrie-, of system and observation matrices (4ý and 11 ) %,r jlo'Vl%

tlhe process Iioisr- ioi weak by comiparisou to tile mneasuremewnt nioise

:1a priori %lat.' intilDrtatiOn outweighii lthe new information ill mueasuremeint batch~.

I he Me'stigations In J 1 in d Icatd 0h"t. for tile particular prmhl&ii considoredl. up ito 25 ob-m'rva-

tions cimIud he areraged wvith ti onsidierable Comtput.ational savlings and lthe most impo~rtant factor
4ei Ithe decrision on, Owi. number of obs-ervat ions hat could 1w averaged i% lthe prtwves. to'

1Il#;jýUt**~noistlme rWitti

2,6 Parallel Procotisiiig of inforinaiios

Aliother tlltthtnl ~-f 4CCoannt11OJ4111thn e il "u'tui.lr4tiee tw s iatipd With Ofton hntiin.

'Pat AndA high Ainwnsio-n.a sy-teisns is t" N-tsA 'nltlirze Kt alg(StIthm alik 4ICKW parailel plrwe~..ong of
mtstiatiot (.4rdlw i11r 1lltlA~ -isn ask Ai. aorithto which prI~twesww O"Itut- of DOPPle' radar atld

an mr-t'tia i tnotmormnt sivoom Mn oder to rst.nmae Othe sms.usaligjtiont of wzzwir,ý The mothod,
t~i- gairt tra4ri-Gr ;lgotithtfi. za,4Ausvt-o pr .'e.Sing Info1rsiatm.0u al, lk.fal slodes I4ssoritej With

Ihg en ~"I.; 4tid 0 on Stein th naa- ocnrl k -L4ir ich Obtains j. bletsae

itased. tm, foll fsyfitem tutdel. Anot net mketh%6%l n proposedO b.%: It o Andi )t~rrati-whVIC. ~I z The
frlhtrai~dalgotithtl ttA~lly elituswalg%16 the nee ';or 1wv hag4.rbicA. dma PrwKssA34,n.

I daltoe.tfi iaatn t&r.~'ain eset lstO IVt' ltx I~ tib Id. Atf4r
emtiinatmr '-4mw 0f thg' Otat-~ of gl"bal mnid,+ Advaptarg-s of -twd an approarh at" prvesented io
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3. IN-FLIGHT TRANSFER ALIGNMENT ALGORITHMS

3.1 General assumptions

Full-order (all states) estimation algorithms give on-line information on sensor errors i.e. pro-
vide current knowledge on either constant or dynamic misalignment (attitude and heading
compared with the carrier's INS or difference in Euler angles referred to the aircraft's axes) com-
bined with the velocity errors and errors resulting from gyro drift rates and accelerometer biases.
Assumption of constant misalignment angles excludes the effects of vibrations and flexibility and
a KF based on this assumption may not be suitable for realistic application. However, for the
sake of clarity, the presentation of transfer alignment methods starts from the simplest case
based on rate matching, which in turn is augmented to more complicated cases. For full order
modelling of an advanced Inertial Navigation System (as on the carrier aircraft) the following
variables could be included :

- components of position error r = [rN, rE, rD] i.e with respect to North, East and vertical
axes,

- components of static (constant) misalignment vector 7 = [7yx, ^1y, ^Yz], or - = [IN, iE, ID]
depending on the reference axes.,

- components of dynamic misalignment due to structural flexure (low-frequency elastic defor-
rnations) and vibrations (high frequency motions) 77(t) = [77x(t), 7/y(t), 77z(t)], so the total
misalignment angle will be denoted by ( where

+ q~t)

- vectors of angular rates of both "master" and "slave" guidance instruments (in case of angular
rate matching) w,, = [p,q. r] and . = [ps,qs,r.], and respective skew-symmetric matrices of
angular rates denoted by [-7,,,] [1],]

- co;n*oonnts of velocity vectors (when appropriate) denoted by v and v, for master INS and
slave IMU respectively, or orrors in North, East and down velocity components denoted by

AV [\?!E, AVEI

- , omponents of specific force denoted by f = f.., fy, fzl or [fN, fp:, ft)] depending on the
refercnce axes, together wit It their ..ot responding skew-sytninetric matrix denoted by [f].

- vector e,:,- skew-symmetric matrix of linear acceleration denoted by a = [a", at, a.] and (a]
respectively.

- gyro drifts and acceleration biases (notation (. V respectively with the components exprvssed
in some chosen reference frame),

- gravity deflection and anomady,

- atimnete- ottput azid Lies,

- longitude and latitude angles denoted by A and L. with ýA and UL referring to the errure in
respective qu'4ntities and sL, cL denoting sine 4zwd cosine of the angle,
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- earth's radius and its angular rate denot-!d by R and Q2 respectively.

The above notation tries to follow that of the s~andard textbooks (cf. Britting [12]). However,
in some instances different symbols were introduced in order to unify the approach.

Stand-off gliding munitions usually require only very rudimentary navigation and control sys-
tems. In many instances the guidance system is reduced to either a set of gyros or to a relatively
inexpensive AHRS (there is also an option of an aided navigation system, but it is outside the
scope of this report). However, when the seeker is not locked onto the target before weapon's
release, i.e. when the missile trajectory can be partitioned into the mid-course and terminal
stages, the initialisation error together with the drifts and biases may cause the weapon to
deviate from the planned path, which in turn may cause its failure to acquire the target.

Control of the roll and pitch angie in the mid-course guidance stage, together with bank to turn
manoeuvres in the terminal phase introduces the requirement for relatively accurate information
about rates, angles (attitude control) and accelerations to be supplied to the autopilot. Therefore
only a subset. of the listed set of variables need to be used in the KF models designed for aligning
the weapon's AHRS prior to its mission. A minimum set of variables should include the attitude
and azimuth misalignment and some modelling of flexural motion. Additionally one can also
include models for gyro arifts and accelerometer biases, but such an inclusion depends on time
allowed for the TA.

In our analysis we shall make the following standard assumptions

1) no equipment failure.

2) compatibility between TA and other functions sharing the same microprocessor.

3) master INS drift free, slave INS driven by relative error.

4) rigid or flexible structure of aircraft (different design of filter results from .a particular as-
"sumption ),

.) dat a-latency problem solved (synchronisation of the outputs from 1MU with the output from
the aircraft),

6) exact collocation between seekers reference axis and INS coo'rdinates (i.e. coincidence of
cmrdinate axis direction ).

The last assumption is not strirtly required for the follokxig analy,4is, but we include it in the
above list to signal the pot-isible problem associated with the terminal ph"*s of guidance on "o.ne
clamoss of weapons,

After rough initialisation of the missile's IMU there is a choice of throe fundamental procedures-
(or rather sets of procedures) for the transfr alignment. namely position matching. angular rate

matching and velocity matching. These procedures may he considered with respect to either a
rigid or a flexible structure. with or without modelling of drifts and biasvs, and applying any of
the prtsnted filtering techniques. The basics of the procedures for TA are discussed in 3.2.3.5.

An unaided attitude and heading reference system could be also "roughly" initialised by using
the attitude (angles only) data supplied by the aircraft INS. This however is not a case for

F'



"transfer alignment" (as position, velocity or angular rates errors are not estimated), but what

could be called an attitude alignment with "coarse" initialisation via a statistical averaging
procedure. For the proper transfer alignment the required structure of information is discussed
in the following paragraphs.

3.2 Angular rate matching

Angular rate matching is a conceptually simple, but relatively inaccurate method for estimat-
ing the angular errors between two coordinate systems by using a suitable physical relationship
between their angular rates and the misalignment. The procedure for estimation of the mis-
alignment follows that described by Schneider [13]. The usage of the classical Kalmar filter i.

justified by a formulation which relates linearly the misalignment angles to the differerre %'

the zioglar velt<c;*y of master and slave gyros (it is based on an orthogonality assumpaon which

in turn relies on frequent updates of data from the aircraft).

The measurement vector is formed from the differences between the master and slave INS's rates
so using the previously introduced notatlor. w: have

Z.k A--" A] : /n- ,/ (51)
• ;..kr k L - Jk

The state vector Xk is the unknown (estimated) misalignment angle between the two reference
fraxies (denoted by 1)

X (52)[k--- V •= H)t" K-

It is assumed that the aircraft structure is rigid, i.e. we deal with the case of constant mis-
alignmt ent (see V1g. 2). TIeMi f_ I Z 13. Vk E N. The system model is therefore

-rk = rk- I + 4•- 1  (53)

where Ok. is modelled by the (aussiasi white noise or variance Qi. Normally for imiplenentaiioi
purposes iJ would reprftent a white noi.e with spectral density taken as

(54)

whetr Atl = Ik- I anid a suitable constant to ilitoduCe the noi.e. The choice of o is a
real probletm. siice it determines tOe "psed of convwrgpnee via covaice muatrix updates.

*i

Vnder the suitable assumptions that outputs of gyros in both INS's a"e known and synchronised it

Sand Al is small c-nough so) tho angular velocity vector doe% not change direction (as fl as

compared to tI-I ) "appreciably". the foki.awing aigorithm can be derived.

tI
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In angular rate matching the observation (measurement) equation is based on the following
i(inematic relationship (see Schneider op. cit.)

Zk = • x w (55)

where the second term of the cross product refers to the aircraft's p,q, and r. After some
algebraic manipulations it reduces to:

0 -q I01

Zk= - 0 P xk+ L02 (56)
q -p 0 k 031 k

Thus the observation matrix Kk is now being defined as

0 r -q
Kk -r 0- (57)

q -p

Full formulation of the filter would also incorporate the white noise ek characterised by spectral
density Rk. This is introduced by Schneider as a diagonal matrix with entries defined as twice
the variances of th,, meagurement error in each gyro output denoted a 9.

In the explicit form we have the following set of equations for the KF. Since the (k becomes
tLe "dentity matrix, the state equations assume the form

9j A = + [9' (58)
A.Jkk-1 k-I

with )k the white noise witu p)reviously defined spectral density Qk. The measuremewt model
twith the differences of angulr r-tes, i.e. differences between outputs of gyros, being the
a1easureble quantities) i!. no%

0 r
:= Aq = -"0 p| A# •{•

k = L q -P I- k k + k

where 0
k has the stewtral densit.% defined i R1 = 2atia (13 is 3 x 3 id..iitity matrix).

"ThIe Kalman filter k implemented vs follows With '+t • PI wel' tieftined initial conditions, the
Stakti- titnates and t Ite covariance tua.rix can now be e-t polaled

A 0 ; = _• #(60 )

-1 + 4-,- = Pk -I + OAtk.513 (61)
and sub.wquently. Kalman gains matrix may now We r cul ittu

[0 r i j[. r 0 2t'
1'170 p r 0 - I + 0 2a

SP 0 q -P 0 , -q P 0 0 0 2a'2
(62)
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Figure 2 Misalignment for rigid structure.

The matrix K. is now Ised to obtain the updates of state estimates (i+) and covariance matrix

PA4t

S[1]8= [ @ Kk[[ Aq - r k [ 1 (63)i NArAPI k 9 -P u
k, k k,

>= [3J -' Kk [-r 0 ] P; (64)
q -P 0 .k

which are the starting values for the new cycle of computations.

3.2.1 Inclusion of flexibility and vibrations into the algorithm

AugmeUting Schneider's adgorithm presented in section 3.2 as it was originally derived in
[13], we have now the total misalignment angle defined as C St -y + ij(t) where -1 refers to the
sLatic tisalignt•,tent of the rigid structurv while components of qj(t) define dynamic bending
of aircraft structure. Since the bending is due to the stochastic factors the time history of qj
may le modelled with the second order Markov processes, while -y - 0. The vector of state
variables z will consist of 9 components. the first three being the static misalignment and
the other 6 describing the time dependent flexure angles along three axes. The problem of
dynamic rnisaligninent is presented graphically in Figure 3.

It is assumed that each equation fo. bending angle may be written as

ii, + 2ý,i), +•j = t, (65)

where index i refers to a pzrticular axis. The oquation as such describes the behaviour of
"a second order randoni process excited by a white noise input. Switching to the system of
first-order equation the vector of state variables is formid

x = [ ..... , X1r = iIq,?Zix,, , IV Z]T (66)
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Figure 3 Dynamic misalignment.

so now we can set up the continuous-state system model

x = 4,x + i0 (67)
,+ V

or in the explicit form

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ix 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7) 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7z 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
=0 0 0 0 0 0 2 x 0 0 + x
0 0 0 0 -C 0 0 -20 0 il
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 - 20Z iZ L 0

"The ohservation model (still linear !) will be based on the following relationship

z=Cx - 4 (69)

or in matrix form

q -p 0 + 1J L 'ia J

Using stat-space forin required by KF we have for the measurement model

r r 0 - -1 0 0] L0]
1-r - x+ (71)

Z3 9 -9 0 q -p 0 0 0 -e

The discretisation of the model follows from the relation

19 + $,Atk (72)

i ';
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which is valid provided Alk is much smaller than the shortest period of the natural modes
of the continuous system (Gelb [141). Under this condition the discretised state equations
assume the form defined by (1) with r = 19, namely:

[7X 7 7z nx 71 nz ýX • zlkT+,

'YX

13 03 03 IYz"
03 03 I3Atk 71X

XLtk 0 0 1 - 2&XAtk 0 0 7w (73)
03 0 -. Atk 0 0 1 - 2 ýyAlk 0 77z

0 0 -(.zAtk 0zAtk J x

177j k

+[0 0 0 0 0 0 t9.O tor Ozl]

The state estimates are extrapolated using formula (5) and are augmented versions of equa-
tions given explicitly for the case of a rigid structure. Equations (6) can be directly used for
extrapolation of the covariance, where Qk-l is now a diagonal matrix with elements of the
main diagonal defined as

j3 C2 '3 a2 13 (72A.

[0-1tkl. A-1t4-1, OŽAtkl, 0. 0. 0. 4 x tr.t, 4 YyAtk, , 1kAt. ] (74)

3.2.2 Specific force. (accelerations) wtaching for the. measurement uodel

The measurement models of KF for angular rates matching may also be augmented with the
specific forces, if the outputs of accelerometers are available for processing Schneider denotes
the difference in specific force measurements by :4,, and then forms the suitable measurement
model

[AfX 'i [e
A =.k v = I]-

Sf z I f z k• +

The observation model for acreierometer irs based on the relation (see Schneider op. cit.)

Af X (f + C) (76)

where C it; the rontribution of the (oriolis force diucus•ed later. In more convenient matrix
form the previous tN(uatitm may be written as

Af = ((fI + 10)Kf (77)

In the case of a rigid structure and when the Coriolis forces are negligible. the above two
formulao may be reduced to

Af x f (76a)

-if.tf (7 7a)

' iI
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where mat dix [f] is a skew-symmetric matrix and relations between the vector f and entries of
the matrix [f] are the same as between w and [w], while the term C represents the correction
due to the centripetal forces experienced by the missile's IMU and not present in outputs from
the aircraft. Although not given explicitly here, entries of C are functions of the distance
between the carrier/aircraft's CG point and the missile's CG and the angular velocity as
sensed by the INS. It is assumed here that the master INS is situated ideally at the aircraft's
CG while the slave IMU is located at the missile's CG. Giving the augmented observation
model in the explicit form we have

Ap -0 r -0, 1i
Aq -r 0 A4 1+78
Ar _ -P AG0

Zk- Afx - 0 fz -fy + [A + 04 (78)

Afy -fz 0 fxA k L
LAfz. k fk -fx 0 .6j k

Since the same state variables are used in the basic observation model of accelerometers,
instead of matrix augmentation, two separate measurement models could be used (sequen-
tially) as originally suggested in [13]. In the case when flexibility is taken into account we
have the following measurement equation

Ap 0 r -q 0 r -q -1 0 0

Aq -r 0 p -r 0 p 0 -1 0 I
Ar -p 0 q -0 0 0 0 -1 0

Af.- fz -fV 0 f7 -f0 0 0 0 11ZLjfv -f x 0 Hx -fz o if o ) o o iix
.Afz Ih - A 0 f" -fI 0 0 0 0 fi

(79)
Again here we could consider two separate observation models for the sake of computational
tbfliciency.

Under certain conditions the inclusion of additional variables in the state model will not
contribute to the accuracy of the alignuient process. Before augmenting the dimension of
the filter to include gyro drift ratvN (either of the ?nissile IMtT or of both inertial systems)
analysis of conditions affecting the prtocess is necessary. For the clear-cut cases the conclusion
is (seve [1, [11]) that if requirements for the final accuracy of alignment are not too stringent.
the carrier-aircraft oxecutes %ome nimanoeuvres during TA resulting in large angular velocities.
the linm allowed for TA is relatively -short, and the drift rates are low, then the inclusion of
the gyro drift ratft to the state model is not appropriate for low-cost AIRS.

The other extreme situation is when drift rates are high. duration of the alignment process
is in order of I hrxmr. high accuracy of the alignment is demanded, and the input of angular
rates iq relatively low, then the KF should include all equations modelling the gyro drift rates.
As far as the other cases are concerned detailed simulations of a numbelr of models is needed
before the "optinud" (in terms of the speed and accuracy) set of variables entering the state
model can be chosen.
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Further augmentation of the filter to include drifts and biases, as well as the detailed al-
gorithms for the explicit calculation of each entry constituting matrices Q and R is also
contained in [13].

3.2.3 Low order algorithm for angular rates and specific forces matching

Another algorithm based on rate matching is given by Harris and Wakefield [15]. Instead
of considering static misalignment y and dynamic component r7 separately, they designed
the models for the total misalignment angle (, thus limiting the system model to 3 first-
order ordinary differential equations. In particular they considered the angular rate vectors
in the "master" and "slave" frames win, w., and determined the time-derivative of total
misalignment angle:

WS - TWM (80)

then proceeded with the approximation of the direction cosines matrix taking

T(•') = 1 + M(() (81)

where Al is a skew-symmetric matrix. The above formula is valid only for small misalignment
angles. Substituting (81) into (80) using the relationship M(w)(=-M((),) and noting the
difforence between the actual and measured quantities gives the basic system model of KF

M(-), + A" + A( + 'At' (82)

where (t) refers to the measured quantities, MA(w;) coincides with whe previously defined
matrix [•,',]._ denotes the difference between master and slave gyro drifts, while the last
term refers to the difference in gyro quantisation noise.

The above model is then implemented in the KF structure by treating A.;* as a known forcing
function aand assuming that combined differences between the gyro drifts and quantisation

noise have Gaussian characteristics.

As a measurement model acceleration and/or angular rate matching vectors are proposed.
S'minmarising. the above model could be presented in the form of a discrete KF in the following

. The, system model is taken as

Ii r Atr\k I A 1

sngl k Id r Ptk51 A, f ] lk + f)] (83)Sq-1tj -p~t• 1 A- • - Ar d- . -

The SUggested observation (mea.surement) model would he either acceleration (or rather
,pcific forces) matching or angular rates matching. In the first case we have

1 ~ 0 fy - G [:
h. L-fx I k I k

0enier - 0 f (84)
while for the second cane the dis,-u.,sed observation equation would he similar to the first of
Schneider's model prt-ented in 3.2 (except that the state vector I is replaced by (). When
specific force matching is used for the above ineasuretuent model, we require total information
to he av-ailable from the ,n~ster's and slave's accelerometers and gyroscopic instruments,
which may be too r•gorous a requirement for practical implemneutatious. When angular rates

II
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matching is used, only gyros outputs are needed for the algorithm. For the former case the
following equations form the KF algorithm. The state extrapolation is expressed by

[|1 = 1 - r Ltk I qAtk. 1 + Aq A. (85)

31. 4 L=[-rAtk 1 ~ k J ý- [Ak- LrP-Sk qAtk -pArk 1 k- -1 L -rl J -I

Error covariance matrix is extrapolated via

]T

I r~tk -qZ~tk rk 1 r~t k -qAtk1T
P; = -tAlk 1 At P+-.1  -rAtk 1 P+tk + Qk-, (86)

qAt k -pAtk 1 ]k qAtk -pAtk 1

The Kalman gain matrix is now determined by

0 f7 0 fzl, f
-fz fx - z 0 fx 1f 0 [x +

fkP -f0 f" -fx 0 k - f A (87)

0 2ac, 0
10 0 "Owl kJ

where the matrix Rk (the last term in the bracket) was assumed to be the same as in (62).
Then the state estimates and error covariance matrix updates are given by

ýy - + ' A f .• - "fz 0 fx (88)Kk -f1 [ 0 fZ -f " -

kf. k f -fx 0 k A

p+= 1-fz 0 fx I) (89)
fh" - f.V " I 0

The augmentation of the original set of equations (83) follows from the inclusion of A., to
the system model (as a part of the state variablet vector). Thel dynamics of AW is modelled

-- - .- '. + A + .- +A (90)

where sub.cripts f and v refer to low-.frtequenry flexure amd vibratory motions. The measure-
ment model is formed from the angular rate uiatching vtetor and is given in 1381 "

,: = A,.. = .3., + e (91)

The above is a short.rut version of the formal weasurement model Mlating the observed

quantitis to the state vector [f, I.].. as in this case

,,A,7= 0 0 0 1 0 "

k 0 0 0 0 AP (92)

0 . 19r +

tA

'i I
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Finally we have a case when the system noise is assumed to be coloured. The system model
has to be now augmented to include the set of equations

Oi(t) = ao(t) i = 1,2, ... 6 (93)

where a(t) is now assumed to be a white noise process. The vector of state variables will be
in this case

2T = l(T, A , Tt9] (94)

Harris and Wakefield also give reasons wwhy, in theory, a low-dimensional filter may outperform
(uider certain circumstances) the augmented version. Firstly, the augmented filtr is based on
less accurate modelling and the measurýrncnt of Aw via angular rate matching can produce
greater uncertainty in the misalignment-angle estimate. The low-order (3-state) model is
based on the measurements containing the vibration- and flexural noise and some of these
uncertainties (viz. vibrations) should be removed via direct incorporation of measurements
into the process (assuming good-quality gyros). Secondly, vwlhen the filter is run at the
update rate of the order of the maximum vibratory frequency and additionally assuming that
measurement of angular velocities Win, w, are incoming at higher rates then the integration of
the lower-order model, using the measured angular rates wray remove the uncertainty at the
update times to a greater degree than could be achieved with the high-dimensional model.

Additionally, adaptive estimation of entries of the covariance 'natrix is better suited for low-
order models.

Harris and Wakefield's approach is similar to one presented earlier by Schultt and Keyes [161
(and also to the results contained in [17]) in which acceleration and angular rates matching
were used to align a missile's strapdown inertial sensors to the aircraft reference frame.

Schultz and Keyes presented results of the simulation based on two measurement models
acceleration matching only. and acceleration combined with rate matching. Their simulation
results have shown that NX with combined measurement model requires about 3 sounds for
alignment during a :-g lateral S-lhape manoeuvre and about 7 seconds for a straight uAd
level flight with , small oscillatory roll, while the KF using acceleration matching only has
achieved an alignment in about 15 seconds daring the 3-g lateral uranneuvro and does not
provide sufficient alignment capability for any low-g manoeuvre profiles.

3.2.4 Case of uu-ground alignmeni

An angular rmte niat• titig technique has been also used for on.ground alignment in an ap.
proach given by Kortuna [17. The problem was concerned with alignment of an uncalibrated
INS at rest. l'he basi* model is forured by three equations LiAng the lincarised kineuatic rela-
tion for thet platfonnI augles. Denoting mV. I,%v and "1w the platform angles about East-West.
North.South and the vertical axes respectively wo have:

" Q= [f,. 0 0 [ThJ, 1 (95)
SIAoll 0 0 7Vm

"The rates p.q. and r are available from the Kyro. Since the gyros outputs are corrupted by

noie (drifts). the equations for system model now include all components of (1). The meta-
sutrrm'nt model uses the fact that the outputs of acceleromwto.w mounted on, the horizontal
pliane should be proportional to misaihgument angl. 7E. Y.X
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Since we are concerned mainly with in-flight alignment, the detailed discussion of results
contained in [7] lies outside the scope of this report. However the method used for the order
reduction and some results concerning the modelling of gyro drifts and accelerometers biases
are included in the following paragraphs.

3.3 Modelling of gyro drifts and accelerometer biases.

The modelling of drifts and biases of inertial instruments needs to take into account the type
of hardware '-nd the envitonment it is applied to (viz. gimbjdled and strapdown INS). Since
in this review we do not consider a particular application of the transfer alignment algorithms.
the ways drifts could be accounted for in the filter will consequently vary. We discuss here a
number of models, but the choice of a particular one for impleo.entation depends on the type of
hardware used.

The first of the presented models was given by Baziw and Leondes in [18]. The gyro drifts rate
is modelled as

C, C. 4[K.,.~s"YP+ [KI,,K.A*, OIjaT + .j*[AK,,I + (iT(A 2 JGT (90)

while the model for i-th accelerometer error is

I n'". = V, + [hK,, a N.. oc.J a5T + a4,[I[,.]a-, (97)

where the fo:'uwing notation introduced in the Baziw and Leondes' paper is used

V is the bias of itii i-tih accelerometer.

UT i6 the thrust acceleration in the i-th accelerometer (gyro) coordinates.

K.. is the scale factor of the i-th accelerolwiter.

"x,,. is the misaligninent ,f the i.th accelerotneter's inptt axis in the plane of the input and
n~orm, alx t•

oar%, i the mi.alignment of the *.th accelerometer's input axis in tlt, plane of the input and cro-s

A'_ ii the scale factor of the i.th gyro.

1. (-to. ) is the Mislignlnlnt of the i.th gyro input axis in the plant, defined by input and the
spin (output) ames.

K. (K�i, ilith i .th Rylt error coefficient due to mass unbalance along the input (spin) "is.

(JK'] is a .ymnietrir tatrix where the Wektents on the main dibgoaaj reptrent accelerometer's
nonlinearity along the i-th axis.

the entries of hj* at- thO cross-axvs sensitivity of t0.,- i eth aczerometef in the k Mne.

[K' I is also a symmetric matrix whire K' are the error coeffictents sensitive to the angular
velocity components .:,w for the i-th gyto.
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is an asymmetric matrix whose elements are the error coefficients sensitive to the acceler-

re]it a asymme rticmatri whose frmdligo h rf fgrsokisrmnsbation components ajak (anisoelastic effect) for the i-th gyro.

Kortum [7] presented a particular case for modelling of tihe drift of gyroscopic instruments by
interpreting it as Gauss-Markerv process. The model was given in following form

+ = r + d 7 + ± V (98)

where i is total drift, t is a bias term, d' is a random ramp. d' is a correlated noise, and t is,
ias previously denined, a white noise. In the form of state equations (98) can be presented as:

i= 0 (99)

dr = (100)

ir =0 (101)

do = (10-do + Vc (102)

where Id is the correlation time constanl. cr is the slope of the ramp and 0' is a white noise.
For practical modelling only the first three equations were used for North and East axes. while
ike full set was used for the vertical channel. It tvas found that the basic set of state-model
equations for the Kalnan filter had to be augmeuted by 10 states to include all significant terms
describing the behaviour of gyro drifts.

¶ The ac'celertmieters are modelled in similar way, the total error Aa consisting of the bias termi
V. random ramp a'. two correlated noise terms b"' bcý and a white noiste 0. There wa., a
smImificanit level of white noise, since that term account,.,! for t!te instrument error and for the
signal-transmission error, so the wodel was formally written as

V+b' +b' +b"'+ (103)

"The mdl decrilbing the dynamic behaviour of the error consists of 5 first.ord-vr differential
ejuations. ( 'onS4equentl.V, the state veCtor us.ed by Kortum in his system model for misaligntment
icf. forinula (9,5) was augmented to 23 comp-.nents. hortum discuszes zadlo tihe probleti of
Order reduCtion following the analysi of roktariance of the full order model. The model reduction

follows tilt elimination of the wta, (and their dytatmic equations) which do uot itfluence the
""h•,haviour (f the svstvtn in a S.gnifi•ant way, and thht•e which are not obmrvable. The resulting
,r Muced ortier modelu are dikcusseud in more detail in 3.5.

Itl the as.," If the hitnlplei modo,4thug itd. 13J) gyro darifts call be reprwUtead by a ctnaitant. srO
the corret-potnding model ist

• : z t}(104)

Anot her optn i, to rsprsen: them oither by ;t random walk in which ca.s

t,= o,. ,,,.\I. , (105)

or by fint order Markov proV5K,$54. mi

i, J,# + 0, (106)

where A, ase suitably .WUn Coetficients.

II'
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The accelerometer biases V may also be modelled by any of the equations (104)-(1006). If the
initial assumption on the aircraft's INS is to be kept (i.e. the information supplied from aircraft
via interface is not corrupted by any error) then the models discussed in 3.2. and 3.3 call be
further augmented by inclusion of 3 states describing the behaviour of strapdown gyro drifts and
3 states modelling accelerometer biases. If the assumption is removed, then we have to augment

the models by 6 and 12 states rspectively. Table I summarises the modelling assumptions and
resulting dimensions of state models for the linear Kahnan filte:ing applied to the TA using
angular rate matching techniques.

Dimensions of KF (state models)
for angular rate matching

Schneider's model Harris-Wakefield model

Rigid structure 3

Flexible structure 9 3

(+) Gyro drifts on missile 12 6

1 +) Drifts on INS (aircraft) gyros 15 9

S) +A, ,,lero,mieters biase.s I-.21 12-15

Table !. Dimensions of K F - comparison of algorithms.

Inc•'lu,,"n of bias ternis into the state vectors has an obviou.s result in the increased dim*ension1s o.

th, star,, m.ttriri,. u hich , ,ntributo to computational problems (matrix [lld ._- P1 4Q. 0 +k- i I k •
lQ• ' I / i-. v. hih is part of an explicit expre-sion for the Kalman gain, must be fo'mid

for ,-,ach step of t he procedure 1. An interesting example of incorporation of bias estimation into
thIw K F was given by Iginani f19`. Two se)iarate. decoupled Kahlian filters were designed, one for
each isp of %tates (on,, ".I describ--s a linearised kinematic or dynatmic model, while the other
del%, with slowly changing biasesi. It is az,,tnmted here that bia.e•s stats, although not strictly
rotkulant will ,uderg, only limilted variation in time.

"I'he- modkel under conlseoratiol i§ dsiglled using the following a4ssutnptions:

* th, .. s I state svector •.l isý fermnt from N, and N: dime i4*4 v-ctlrs m.r .rn1on -al -No = + N
%.Ich thjt ixt [.r*. si-

: anti Z r:.e he (d1 utiatv-te d.(angltaralfs, bending angios.. total misa.lign
MPnt a'gle etc. - depending on th, choice of technique) and the bias uatos (gyro and/or
aneleroteteri r,-s ,miv,,|y, at the k-th update point.

S-steI 'ad 1OhS Va'in tloisl parameters satisfy the usual assuniptiou of linvaj KF (sm. chapt.
I). u ith known power ,pen-tral denitiv*.

F 4,0143 of thp dynamir %tat o and bias, t, arv ouronlatod. this dpendo*acy is oxprvse in the form

where the sitar Weers to thvx, stitvs which are not cotrlated with the bias and Ala is a kown
miatrix

'i 'I
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- the initial error cov.riance relationships are

P., = P, + MOPoP2rMO (108)
P.2 = MoP,2 (109)

where P,, Pýzo, P,2 are the covariance matrices of initial estimation errors of x0, xO and A0.

Thus the model of Ignani [19] may be presented (using somewhat different notations) in the

following way. The system model is

S= AkX 1 + Bk...1X + 1 1 (110)
X2 - X2 + _ 2 (111)

while the measurement model at the n-th update point is

Zk = LkXk + CkXk + 0 (112)

The Kalman filter matrices may now be presented in the following way

41[ = A - H =[L C]

P ~P11P 2  QQ 0N,
P21 P223 Q ON: Qý-;l

while the gains miatrix will be partitioned in the form K = [K', K2]T. Using these relationships
we h ave

[p2,A BJ i4~ P N ~ [ ' (114)
S0 P_ 2 1  P22 k-I i -1 -1

FP1 12P1 + +l -Q- - -
[Ki] P- [ { [L Clk P; [L3 + RkA} (115)

K2 C (116)

= [iljk + k {k- [L C] [I1 1

Thl block struct ure of system, observation and variance matrices leads to the design of two
',ndependent estimators for the dynamics states and biases vector. The formulae are given
explicitly in [191.

3.4 Velocity and position matching.

A separate set of methods are those relying on velocity information and not directly utilising
information on angular ratep (in a sense that the difference of the rates enters neither the system
nor observatioi, vector, but it laay be used as an entry iii the system or observation matrix).
If the above condition is not fulfilled and differences in velocities as well as the difference-; o,

: • - |1 I
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angular rates enter the system and/or observation vector, we shall refer to the resulting models
as augmented, or "combined".

Velocity and position matching methods for transfer alignment have been discussed in numerous
publications - for more details see - [1]-[41, [8], [18]-(26]. Only standard approaches and models
will be discussed in detail.

Farrell in [26] proposed an algorithm for TA based on the 9-dimensional system model with
otate-variables vector formed from velocity error, misalignment angle and drift components in
the from x = [Av, -, c]. Physical relations leading to the model stem from an the extension of
discussion given in previous paragraphs. For the system model we have

= (x f+ +a (118)

C= e + (119)

S= -i/r• +- ' (120)

while the observation model may be written as

AVT

Avv"

-[[1 O 100000 1u] [e] (2

The complete transfer alignment algorithm with flexibility taken into account is based on 15
states vecior for the system model (9 states from the last model plus 6 first order equations
modelling the flexibility. 'f. earlier approach by Schneider - described in 3.2). A simulation
block diagram for the proposed algorithm is presented in Figure 4.

Bar-ltlhzack (25] developed a full 9-state filter with the state vector consisting of 3 positi-m errors,
(orresponding North. East and down velocity errors components and the misalignment errors.
lie then analysed the possible order reduction by experimenting with 7. and 5.state filters, then
firther reducing the order with a set of 3-. and 2-state tint'-sharing filters. Some of these results
are disc-ussed in the ,ext paragraph.

The %'ctor of state, of Bar. ltzhack's 9-state anodel can be v ritten as

X = [r . ,'.. rp. A r., AVrt 1". , 1) (122)

".o the (contiuuotu, st,'te space systet nmodel may he represetied by the equwtion

S= 4Xz + (123)

where the mnatrix 0 is defined in the following way

0 - 1,, L 1 0) 0 0 0 0 1
A.2 0 ,iL. 0 1 0 0 0 0
-I. -Al. 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
414 4, o ( -Z.,L 1. 0 -fo f•

0 (3•02 Z0 0 ZrL dr) 0 -f, (121)
0,I; -zCL c f f" 0

- 4 0 o-' 0 0 -UsL L

_L.7 7 W -R-1 0 0 UsL 0 UcL
0* 47 - ' 0 _0'-- , -L -(ci 0UIe 0i

i Ii
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4+
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! Figure 4 Simulation Block Diagram for TA
Source: Farrell [26]

with
Ka- the damping gain in aldtinmeter damnping loop

IU = 1? + .
Z = 2)Q +
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R

41, =- -f + KdL

J4: twj 0L.
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The "truth model" used in [25] for the comparison of the simulation results includes 24 states,

and the performance of the designed filters was analysed using a true covariance simulation

program (including the states of "truth model" and the differences between the values of the

states produced by the filters and the corresponding values obtained from the "truth model").

Sutherland [27] investigated the applications of KF for transfer alignment using the optimal

control techniques to determine manoeuvres which minimise filter errors. He gives the following
five-state system model

d [AvY 0 0 -g 0 -a, * Av VY

dt0 R -1 0 ]ý - + E,(125)
-R- 0 - Wt , 0 W, ( j C,

tan A~ W IW 0

with observation model defined as

1211= [1 0 0 0 011 A 1 +V e
Li 0 1 0 0 0~ + (126)

The presence of acceleration terms in the system matrix was instrumental in determining op-

timal manoeuvres for the alignment. Additional assumptions, which made the application of a

linear optimal control technique possible, were : constant speed, chosen maximal value for the
terms of horizontal acceleration and known initial rms misalignment errors and other stochastic

parameters. The control parameter was chosen to be the heading rate of change, while the per-
formanc' index minimised the mean square of errors of the misalignment angles at a specified

linal time. The found solution (as can be expected with linear control problems axnd the bounds

on control paraneters specified) indicated the necessity of applying the switching control with
maximal rate of change of heading angle (bang-bang solution).

B1ryson in [A] dsigned the following 5.state model (horizontal components of velocity vector and

misalignment angle) used for the descriptioti of errors of an INS with local level, North-pointing

platform:

'A i'.-1 0 (201-. + pj.) Lh 0 - fz, rI.,v.
Aiv r(01 +fpc 0 -f [t -1f .. -ia,. + 1.0 -P IE. I t
vr. "0 0 - ( .,v + I ., )0 M v -+ O t t I P I

0. 0 PE -{0v + P) 0 I

, _I../R R,, + lip.

+ I

tt ( 12 7 )
where VtE 1"V tej

(PL!, PE, P) (' , tart A, W.A)

IiI
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The model was used to derive a simple formula for identification of misalignment as a function
of the flight profile. For the straight and level flight the "fast observer" for East-West tilt was
expressed as

1 (2f+p) AVE + -ArN

1 AVN g(128)

-4 = + -- , i(0) = 0Tg

while for the heading error the equations for fast observer are

1gAVEgg (129)
"ýN "-? 11/, N(0) -" 0

r g

Bryson and Powell derived also the fast observers for misalignment during manoeuvring flight
(constant-altitude, constant heading deceleration-acceleration and constant bank angle turn).
Details are contained in [8].

Baziw and Leondes in [18] presented a number of different designs for the Kalman filter based
on velocity and position errors (being first and second integrals of the accelerometer outputs) for
the observation model. It initially includes the errors due to scale factor, biases and a correlated
noise modelled by Markov processes, although it may be reduced to just position and velocity
errors (+ white noise).

The state vectors (for a number of the system models presented) include some of the following
variables : positions and velocities, random vibrations modelled by second order Markov pro-
cesses, coloured noise, misalignments, biases, drifts, master INS error parameters, observation
error parameters, and the error vectors of the nominal positions of the master anld slave guid-
ance instruments. The dimension of the state vectors varies from 6 to 51, the preferred option
consisting of 36 variables. Baziw and Leondes also discussed the possibility of including the
angular velocity observations into the model.

Yamamoto and Brown [2] described an algorithm for alignment of an inertially guided air-to-
surface strategic missile based on position matching (latitude, longitude) for the measurement
model and at 10-state system model. The state vector includes two position errors, horizontal
velocity errors, three misaligmetent angles and thre, states of gyro drifts, so using our notation
x [", r, Acx, AVE. IN'. 1El- ", (N- t', ED] 7 , thie leasuremei1nt model Cal be written

[., [ 00,,,000 00 ]
Z [1 0 0oo0o000x + I'0 (130)= I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(

p'tw proposed filter was examined during a complex simulation analysis. Captive flight of missiles

hias been simulated. together with a separate assessment of the Kalman filter for the carrier and
for th, missile. Since the lower limit of the missile's alignment error depends on the accuracy of
"tlte data supplied front the carrier's INS. prior to the data transfer the carrier's inertial navigator
is aligned (from cold-start conditions) combining the data front the doppler radar and position
nix radar. The simulation process described in [2] is presented in Figure 5.

Kain and Cloutier [28] presented at analysis of 24 state, 6 measurement Kalman filter iniple-
mentable on 25 inliz M68020 microprocessor with M68882 coprocessor. Using this particular

! ___ ... ... . .. I I | .. . .
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Figure 5 Simulation of TA for SRAM missile I

Source : Yam amoto and Brown [2].

S~~harware configuration the propagation and update cycle time of 28 milliseconds was achieved. !

S~Thle states include velocity erros, angular differences, physical alignment errors, accelerometer
! and gyro biases and scale factor errors, and gyro g-sensitive drifts. The Monte Carlo simulation
I was performed for the truth-model consisting of 42 states (24 states for the filter and 6 third
S~order Markov processes for the wing flexure modelling). The misalignment error was less than

1 mnrad per axis and the convergence time less than 10 seconds.

3.5 Reduced order filters.

The models derived by Har-ltzhack (cf. [25]) have been used for in-flight alignment (five states
model) and tranlsfer alignment (seven states nmodel), thle latter including information on position
error. The filter based on reduced order nmodels is designed for relatively fast (approximately
3 minutes) alignment of aircraft' INS. The first two second-order filters (presented later as A
and 13, see equations (133)-( 136)) describe velocity error in straight and level flight. T1ho third
order filter C mode~lled by equation (137) describes the behaviour of velocity error during thle
horizontal (S-shapedl) manoeuvre. The reduced order filters operate in time-sharing mode thus

Faving computationa5 effort.

The filters operate in sequence and their operation has• been synchronised with thle flight profile.
lhuring about 30 seconds of straight an: level flight filters A and B operate in an alternate
way. with no filter being "frozen". When one of the two filters does propagation and update
i.e full st operates (equations (1).(9)), thle state vector of the other is just being propagated
(equation (5)), which only requires a knowledge of entries of the state matrix and the state

*i vector calculated in the precewing time interval. After that period the estimated value of North
I and East nuisalig~unenth egles are removed from the output of inertial sensors (which is referred
to as resetting control) and the third order filter C estimates s. This part of the alignment
was performed in about 3 minutes (simulation results quoted by Bar.ltzhack show convergence
for a lateral S-shaped manoeuvre lasting about 210 seconds).

*1l di I1l I I II



The five state model chosen in [25] for in-flight alignment is

r, 0 20D 0 IE 1 ,.VN r,
/vE/ -2D 0° - 0 -fN AVE !'2Soo ,,D NoJ " I,,

dtR -1  0 O2 D 0 ? '~ + t3I(131)oN I-IN 7])3,JIYE -R-1 0 -DD 0 ON t94
7D J 0 --tan___L 0 -- QN 0 ID j 5I

with corresponding observation model

AVN"
S[10 0 [ (132)
Z2 =0 1 0 0 0 N n2

The seven-state model for transfer alignment includes two horizontal position errors (rN and
rE). Time sharing reduced-order filters were designed in the following way:

Filter A

d [Av I g] [AVN] + [.iN] (133)

z= [10] + n, (134)

Filter B

4-t [ tN = [ - 0 [- o NE + t -N ] (135)

ZI =[10][E + n2 (136)
L 7NI

Filter C

d [At's] 0 2 S)N fEr, AN [t 1.,,1

di 1[Ld AvE I -2?,,,",' 0 -fN AtqN + I ti" (137)L )L) j i iL 0 JL " Jt L -

0 1 0 AV] (138)

'sinig the approximate relationi iLe.

, , 0

US 0

(I I] also givets Lthe following simplified models:

Filter A

d 0 0[ (139)

di

L. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Filter B dJ [AvmJ [g~ Ave] C,,E]

Filter C 0 1 [ 0 AVN I 1N
S-/,,+/t9 (141)

AVEAVE 10 0 - fN AVE ± tVEj(1)

^ID J 0 0  7D Lt91DJ
The results of the simulation studies quoted in [25] confirm the adequacy of simplified filters

(their performance degraded by less than 2% than filters with no approximation introduced in
the state matrices).

Kortum [7] investigated possible reductions in the order of the Kalman filter using covariance
analysis. The results from the simulation of the full-size 15-states model were compared with

lower order models (ranging from 3 states to 7). The following conclusions were reached. When
the 7-order filter provided the bounds for accuracy, reduction of the order to 4 states did not
influence the accuracy of estimates of the remaining states in the short period of time. For the
time interval of 10 minutes the only noticeable effect concerns the influence of gyro drift about
the North-South axis and its influence on 'yN. Reduction of the order to 3 states only was not
recommended (the accuracy of the estimate of -yN was appreciably affected without the inclusion

of the estimate of the corresponding drift rate).

Note that all the methods of this section require knowledge of velocity and/or position. Thus,
although they may be superior to angular rate matching Tnethods, they are not applicable to
attitude and heading reference systems which do not compute the full navigation solution.

___________________i



4. CONVERGENCE OF FILTERS AND COMPUTATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Divergence of the Kalman filter produces growing estimate errors, which are larger than theoreti-
cally predicted. It is generally caused by mismatched or uncontrollable ("undisturbable") system

models. Controllability/observability conditions should be applied to the derived models before
proceeding with the simulation. Among the methods for preventing divergence are pole shifting,
eigenvalue constraints and added noise (see [5] and [29] for details). Another problem arises in
an efficient implementation of a particular form of Kalman filter (viz. usage of Joseph form for
covariance matrix and square root filtering in order to maintain properties of the covariance matrix).

Mendel [301 analysed the computational problems associated with the implemeltation of code for
KF algorithm. The following table summarises the requirement in terms of number of multipli-
cations and additions needed for KF where N is the dimension of the state vector of the system
model, while M is the dimension of the state vector of the measurement model.

Variable Additions Multiplications

State variables extrapolation N 2  N 2 + N P

Covariance matrix extrapolation 4N 3 - 3N 2  4N 3

Kalman gain NM(2M + N - 2) +M 3  M(M 2 + N 2 + 2MN)
State update 2MN 2M N
Covariance update M 3 + N 2 (M - 1) N 3 + N2 M

Table 2. Computational requirement of KF.
Source : Mendel [30].

Assuming that 5 psec is an upper limit for addition or multiplication Table 3 compares the execution
times for some of the presented methods for transfer alignment.

Method N M Time (1 cycle) in milliseconds

Rate matching :
Schneider A 3 3 3

Schneider 13 9 3 40
Rate and acceleration matchiig :
Schneider B 9 6 50
IlarrisAWakelield 3 3 3
Velocity matching

larrell 9 3 40
Bar-Itzhack 7 3 20

llar.Itzhack 3 2 )
Bar-ltzhack 2 I 0.5

* Position matching
SYamainoto. Brown 10 2 50

Table 3. Time rtmquiret ont for TA computation

'The above numibers should be treated as an approximation of the upper limit of the time needed
for one cycle of calculations assuming that both additions and multiplications take 5 Asec. The

__ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _____d
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time needed for calculations may be further reduced if the philosophy of the design follows some

general rules. These include (cf. (5] for details)

(1) Reduction of the state dimensions while maintaining the basic characteristics of the system.

(2) Simplification (i.e. linearisation) of the model by neglecting (or replacing by the linear term of

an expansion) the nonlinear terms, couplings etc.

(3) Using the symmetry of matrices, spaxsity, and block-decomposition method.4 4

(4) Using precompute values, known approximations and prefiltering (viz. compression of data) to

make sample periods longer.

(5) Implementation of a "square root filter" as a way to remove the double precision requirement.

(6) Approximation of stored constants as powers so multiplications are replaced by shift operations.

(7) Efficient programming practices.

The order of the Kalman filter should be considered in view of the time allowed for the alignment

process. The shorter the time allowed for the process the fewer the number of variables to be

included in the state vectors of the system/measurement models.

Systernatic design procedure of a Kalman filter for the transfer alignment problem should consists

of a number of steps (cf. [5] for a general case)

(1) Development of a mathematical model for the transfer alignment. At this stage it may be

necessary to include the models of both inertial guidance instruments (master and slave INSs) and

possibly an interface if it is known to contribute to time lags. Flight simulation (6DOF) using the

complete model usually follows and is validated with experimental data. Error analysis then leads

to anyi necessary changes in the models.

(2) Generation of full order Kalman filter followed by a covariance analysii.

(3) Reduction of order by removing some of the variables esptwially cross-coupled terms, employing

approximations. possibly deleting uncoupled noncontributing equations. It may lead to a number

of Iiodel. Design a proper KI.' should include an analysis of each model.

(4) ('ovariance performance analysis for each reduced ordler filter. Each of the models is to be "fine

tunled'. which in particular includes the choice of initial values of variance of covariance matrices.

15) Monte Carlo simulation and analysis of the best designs from the previous step.

(6) Sttuection of tihe design based on attalysis of tihe performance versus computing efliciency (real-

(ti7 requirements ).

,• (7) Implementation and operational tests.

Ii ___ ____ i
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Presented methods differ with respect to computer memory required, conditions for convergence

and consequently the time of alignment process. Combined rate and acceleration matching achieved
convergence in less than 10 seconds (during the lateral manoeuvre), while the rate matching alone

required the time of order of 1 minute. Velocity matching methods (see 3.6-3.7) required 3-5 minutes
(with the exception of the method reported in [26]), while position matching algorithms developed
for aided INS (cf. [64]) needed 20 minutes to attain a steady-state. However, these numbers should

only serve as a very general indication, since the conditions of experiments varied. Another factor
is the computational time required per cycle of Kalman filter algorithm, which depends on the

number of system and observation variables. Given the same hardware configuration it ranges

from 0.5 milliseconds - in case of 2 system variables and 1 observation variable needed in one
velocity matching method - to 50 milliseconds in case of 10 system variables and 2 observation

variables (position matching method).
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